10 b English Woche 4 20.-26. April

Good morning, everybody,

The Easter holidays are over. First of all, I hope that you are well and that you could enjoy the holidays despite the restrictions we all had to live with.

We do not yet know how things are going to develop regarding attendance, tests etc., but one thing is certain: we have to get back to work. And now we have to set you the work for the whole week at the beginning of the week. It makes sense to do the tasks on the days you have the lessons, with some homework on top.

The homework for the week

Learn the words (only those in bold print – die dick gedruckten) on pp. 138 novel – 139 impression. If you want to expand your vocabulary further, of course you can also learn the other words.

By Friday, you will have got your corrected compositions from before the holidays back – I still have not yet received all of them! – or rather not yet the corrected version but underlined passages that need to be corrected. Your homework for Monday will be to correct your language mistakes.

The tasks for the lessons

Instead of the lessons, you will do online writing practice, doing one task on Monday, one on Tuesday and one on Wednesday.

Go to

https://www.cambridge-bayern.de/

Then scroll down until you get to write and improve / practise writing English.

Watch the video, then go to
www.writeandimprove.com/

and you should see this. You can do the tasks without signing in, I tried and I got feedback, but if you sign in and create a profile, you might get more feedback on your progress and get reminded which tasks you have already done.

Click „Start Practising Now“
and then choose the „Intermediate Level“ on the left. There should then pop up some topics having to do with school or learning. Do one in each of your English lessons, but make a note of those you have done, so you do one on Monday, one on Tuesday and one on Friday. You can go to page 2 or 3…but your tasks should be about „school“, „learning“, „teachers“

You will be told if your text is long enough. Paragraphs may mean you have to write a composition that includes introduction and conclusion. When you have finished, click on „Check“ and on the right you will find passages that must be improved – you can then change these, check again and again ... until nothing is wrong any longer.

**In addition to doing this online, especially if you do the tasks without signing in,**

**copy your original text into a word document and the final corrected version too,** so that in some weeks’ time you may look at your original text again and try to improve it.

https://writeandimprove.com/workbooks#/wi-workbooks/e203fdd9-cb2e-459d-a36e-0b6a026cbfe6
New tasks

- Write paragraphs to answer the question: about advertisements in schools
  These days, some schools do not have enough money to pay for all the programs that they think are necessary for their students.

- A report: Write and Improve
  Your English teacher told you about Write and Improve and said you should use it to practice and improve your English writing.
  Your teacher has asked you to write a report about your:

- Write paragraphs to answer the question: about exercise
  According to most doctors, adults need thirty minutes of physical activity at least five days a week to be healthy. However, most adults do not get the recommended amount of exercise.

- Write paragraphs to answer the question: about video games
  Video games are very popular with children. However, some parents feel that video games can have a negative impact on

Your writing

- Write paragraphs to answer the question: about having different teachers
  Some people believe that it is good for students to have the same teacher for several years. Others think students benefit

- Write paragraphs to answer the question: about advertisements in schools
  These days, some schools do not have enough money to pay for all the programs that they think are necessary for their students.

- A report: Write and Improve
  Your English teacher told you about Write and Improve and said you should use it to practice and improve your English writing.
  Your teacher has asked you to write a report about your:

- Write paragraphs to answer the question: about exercise
  According to most doctors, adults need thirty minutes of physical activity at least five days a week to be healthy. However, most adults do not get the recommended amount of exercise.